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Delphi Method
By Megan M. Grime and George Wright

Keywords: Delphi, group judgment, judgmental forecasting, group processes

Abstract: This article lays out the basic structure of the Delphi method, along with
common modifications, and recently developed mixed-model forecasting techniques.
Delphi offers a basic structure that can be easily adapted to fit a group’s needs, with
respect to specific judgmental forecasting efforts.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this article is to outline and define the Delphi method and its use today. However, since its
military-defense research days with the RAND Corporation, the method has been modified in a myriad
of ways to better serve various uses. Therefore, a simple description is not as readily available as one
would hope. However, as Linstone and Turoff note, when something can be explicitly defined, it ceases
to progress[1]. As will be shown, the strength of the Delphi method is its ability to progress into new forms
of application.
The simplest, most generalizable definition is offered by the RAND Corporation that originally defined

Delphi as a method for “eliciting and refining group judgments” (p. v)[2]. Given a more in-depth look into
the purpose of the technique and we see that the employment of the Delphi method is for facilitating
structured group communication in order to gather a consensus of expert opinions in the face of complex
problems, expensive endeavors, anduncertain outcomes.Theprinciples of themethod are thatmoreminds
are better than a single mind, and – when used as a forecasting tool – that structured group efforts lead
to more accurate forecasts than unstructured.
Used as a forecasting technique, Delphi follows a basic structure. Anonymously, individuals offer numer-

ical responses to a series of questions – such as the probability of an event occurring or the date-in-
time that an event will have occurred. An aggregate of the responses is then generated and fed back
to the group, sometimes with the reasons for the responses. Individuals are then given the option of
revising (i.e., repolling) their responses on the basis of the feedback received or can restate their earlier
response. The iteration and controlled feedback process continues until a predesignated stopping point
is reached (i.e., number of iterations, consensus, confirmed dissensus, and stability of results). From this
basic structure,modifications have beenmade to themethod (e.g., policyDelphi[3], spatial Delphi[4], hybrid
Delphi[5], and real-time Delphi[6], to name a few).
Note that even without any repolling, simply utilizing the median of a group’s opinions on, say, the unit

sales of a new product in the first year of production will provide more accuracy than that due to at least
50% of the individual panelists. With repolling and feedback, it is assumed that the median response of
the group shifts nearer to the true value of the outcome to be predicted. Improvement is thought to result
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Delphi Method

from (i) opinion change in “swingers” – who change their less-firmly grounded opinions after receiving
feedback about the opinions of other, anonymous, panelists and (ii) opinion stability in “holdouts” – who
are assumed to be more accurate than “swingers”[2]. Results generally suggest that Delphi groups are more
accurate than traditional groups. In a review of research, Rowe andWright found that Delphi groups out-
performed traditional groups by a score of five studies to one, with two ties, and with one study showing
task-specific support for both techniques[7].

2 When to Use Delphi

Several studies have revealed a selection of criteria that help determine when it is best to use Delphi[1,8–10].
The Delphi method is beneficial when the problem at hand can benefit from collective, subjective judg-
ments or decisions and when group dynamics do not allow for effective communication (e.g., time differ-
ences, distance, and personality conflicts). Physical groupmeetingsmay be too costly. However, even when
face-to-face group meetings are possible, a forecasting effort may benefit from the supplement of a Delphi
process. This is also true when using other (futures) methodologies that can benefit from the addition of a
Delphi process to aggregate varied individual opinions (e.g., scenario planning, cross-impact analysis and
interpretive structural modeling[11], andThurstone’s Law scaling method[12]).

3 How to Use Delphi

3.1 Investigator

The investigator (i.e., researcher, facilitator, or moderator) is a key element to the Delphi method. It is the
responsibility of the investigator to understand the project at hand, employ the appropriate tools (whether
Delphi alone or in conjunction with other techniques), recruit experts, know the effectiveness of the group
size and composition, gather appropriate knowledge and opinions from the experts, facilitate their creative
thinking as individuals and as a group, collect, compose, synthesize, and redistribute their varied responses
(both qualitative and quantitative), and do this all in an effective, timely, and objective manner[1]. There-
fore, the skill set the investigator brings to the Delphi method is as important as all other aspects of the
method itself. Unfortunately, fewer studies focus on the requirements of the investigator as opposed to the
technique itself. This is, perhaps, something that should not be so overlooked in the literature, given what
we now know about cognitive heuristics and biases commonly employed in the decision-making process.
One investigator bias already widely recognized as a potential problemwithin the Delphi method comes

from inserting his/her own preconceived opinions into the synthesis and feedback process. With respect
to quantitative evaluations, Black et al.[13] suggest one way to help counter, but not fully eliminate, inves-
tigator bias is to use standardized checklists or rubrics for grading of responses. The rounds of a Delphi
process response may also involve the feedback of qualitative data (i.e., rationales for individual assess-
ments). There are no firm guidelines on which qualitative summation method to use. Green et al.[14]
support less active intervention in reducing and categorizing statements. This increases transparency but
leaves lengthy, detailed feedback. Mixing both qualitative and standardized quantitative measures may
reduce potential bias in the synthesis requirement of the investigator’s efforts.

3.2 Experts

There are several suggestions on how best to select a group of experts. Although each situation and pool
of experts from which to select will be unique, some general principles for the process are offered.
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Rowe and Wright[7] summarize the following principles for using expert opinion in applications of
Delphi:

• Use experts with appropriate domain knowledge[15,16].
• Use heterogeneous experts[10].
• Use between 5 and 20 experts[17].
• For Delphi feedback, provide the mean or median estimate of the panel plus the rationales from all
panelists for their estimates[18,19].

• Continue Delphi polling until the responses show stability. Generally, three structured rounds are
enough[20,21].

• Obtain the final forecast by weighting all the experts’ estimates equally and aggregating them.

3.3 Design

Themethod should be designed in such a way that the questions elicit the experts’ reasoning behind their
individual responses. Not only does the act of offering supportive reasoning help confirm the plausibility
and strength of the expert’s response to him/herself, it also allows for better evaluation efforts by the other
experts when presented with the aggregate of responses in the next feedback and iteration. Further infor-
mation can be gathered at this stage of the process, such as perceived relevant factors concerning the focal
Delphi assessment, best estimates of these factors, as well as any information missing that the expert feels
would improve his/her confidence in responding to the focal Delphi assessment[9].

3.4 Assessments and Controlled Feedback

First-round estimates are generally the most divergent of all the questionnaire rounds[2]. It is the investiga-
tor’s key responsibility to collect, edit, and synthesize responses and then return a statement that reflects
an aggregate of the group’s position. After receiving the feedback, the experts are given a chance to reeval-
uate their original responses along with the new aggregate information with the opportunity to add, alter,
or maintain their individual responses. Each group will determine how many iterations they go through
before reaching a stopping point. This is usually determined ahead of time (i.e., number of iterations, con-
sensus reached, and stability of results). The goal is to come to either a strong consensus or a continuing
lack of consensus. The latter indicting strong, self-justified differences in opinion.
It is important to note that many studies have shown consensus can often be influenced by the aggregate

report after each iteration. That is, the mean, median, or majority opinion – given as feedback between
Delphi rounds – can have more of an effect on opinion formation/stability than accuracy[22,23]. Sugges-
tions of how to avoid such biased consensus include facilitated information exchange that enables experts
to review other group members’ qualitative reasoning in an effort to enhance recognition of justification
errors. As such, markings of majority viewpoints or measures of panellist confidence should be removed
from quantitative feedback between Delphi rounds. A recent meta-analysis of six Delphi studies revealed
that desirability of a forecast can also affect probability estimation over Delphi rounds[24]. These investiga-
tors advocated the use of a posthoc procedure to better identify those judgmental forecasts that are more
likely to be affected by a desirability bias.
The anonymity in the iteration process allows participants to avoid common socially induced bias, like

appearing consistent in one’s opinions and appearing committed to socially desirable future events. These
are social factors that operate largely at the implicit level. When an expert’s declaration is made public, the
desire to appear consistent in thinking and then to commit to that opinion are strengthened[25]. As noted
in an early paper by Dalkey, Brown, and Cochran, the Delphi method allows (and indeed encourages)
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one’s prior opinions from previous rounds to be reexamined in later rounds, in conjunction with the new
aggregate of data and reasoning[2].

4 Mixed Methods Approaches

Integrating different futures tools may be beneficial. Landeta, Barrutia, and Lertxundi created a Hybrid
Delphi method by integrating elements of focus groups, nominal groups, and Delphi techniques in a
chronological and complimentarymanner[5].Through a process of synthesis, the technique uses sequential
ordering to tailor each step to the overall objective and context.The goal of the design is to use this integra-
tive technique in a manner where all three methods each resolve the recognized problems inherent in the
other methods. Varho and Tapio offered a newmethodology using the systematic efforts of Delphi to inte-
grate expert opinions into a tabular format. This information – both qualitative and quantitative – then
provided a more methodical presentation for the broad, intuitive scenario process[26]. Warth et al. used
Delphi with different representative stakeholder groups to inform scenario development on the future of
electric vehicles. Projections that reached consensus were used for scenario development, those that did
not were used to create a variety of scenario storylines[27]. Pincombe et al. suggested a model with an
on-line Delphi process to form the dimensions of later scenario processes. Through an iteration process,
consensus is reached on key driving forces, with the consequence of lessening the time commitments of
the experts[28]. Heiko and Stillings used a cross-national Delphi process to garner further evaluations on
projections in the early stages of innovation management. Again, consensus informed later scenarios[29].

5 Comparison of Methods and Tools

The nominal group technique has experts record their suggestions and ideas, which are then compiled by
a investigator for all to see. Similar to the Delphi method, discussions and idea-generating can go through
several rounds before a stopping point is reached. However, unlike Delphi, the experts then anonymously
rank the final selection of ideas and the investigator summarizes the ranks[30,31].
Decision conferencing follows a process similar toDelphi. Experts share insights, judgments, and sugges-

tions on a particular issue. A decision-analysis model is then synthesized by a decision analyst to produce,
for example, a decision tree analysis from all the judgments. This model is then presented to the group,
along with the consequences. An iteration process of model/consequences and reassessment continues
until the results of the analysis are accepted by the group membership. The final stage produces a report
that summarizes the results, and when pertinent, includes decision recommendations.Where this process
differs fromDelphi is in the lack of anonymity.The decision-conference process assumes that work is more
effective if all the participants are in the same physical space (e.g., meeting room) to directly communicate
with one another[32].
When the investigator must synthesize and average responses from a group of experts – as in producing

the Delphi yield – responses are usually given equal weight.This is, however, not the only way to combine
individual judgments. The linear opinion pool technique uses a differential weighting system[33]. These
weights can be assigned by the investigator or by the experts themselves. As well, the weighting system
can be determined in a number of ways, including a measure of individual experts’ prior performance[34],
pregroup testing or questionnaires[35], or even as a relation to the distance from one’s own focal judgmental
assessment[36].
Group-based judgments that are not the result of a structured group process may be produced by pro-

cesses that suppress minority-based opinion (i.e., groupthink)[37]. This is why it is important for both the
experts and the investigator to understand the dynamics of unstructured group-based process in order
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to employ the right kind of judgment–elicitation tools. Empirical work in the area of social dilemma
games show how individuals’ natural decisions may possess, or lack, cooperation – leading to both opti-
mal and suboptimal choices[38,39]. Descriptive tools, like a decision scheme matrix, can be used to help
the group members decide how they want to proceed through a group-based exercise toward an even-
tual consensus[40]. For example, individual group members may choose to maintain, or not maintain, a
judgment if there is at least one supporting voice, versus a majority voice, versus a unanimous decision.

6 Closing Discussion

Arguably, the biggest element impacting the effectiveness of the Delphi process is the human element.The
process relies on human judgment throughout the entirety of the process. As has been shown in extensive
psychology research, human judgment – both at the individual and group-based levels – may not be free
from the impact of cognitive biases[41]. Recall that the Delphi process is, in essence, a methodology for the
structured aggregation of individual judgments. This does not mean any and all applications of the Delphi
method may produce poor quality aggregated judgments and forecasts. However, it does mean that both
practitioners and participants should be aware of such influencing phenomenon.
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